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Abstract/Methodology

The three Abrahamic religions; Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, have been examined via notable cookbooks, peer-reviewed literature on culinary history, and quantitative scientific surveys pertaining to the unique traditions and the interconnection between one another. Specific objectives behind the research include covering conflicts and transitional states of each religion and how, despite differing viewpoints, extensive similarities exist; especially with regards to food traditions and the cross-over of religious practices.

Overview

- Three distinct religions, all originating from the Middle East (Mesopotamia)
- Abraham considered 1st Prophet by all three religions
- Many similarities and interconnections, including food traditions

Judaism

- Torah = Religious text
- Kashrut – dietary laws stemming from the Torah
- Strict rules for animal selection and butchering
- No pork or seafood without scales (crustaceans, shellfish)
- Milk and meat separate
- Separate plates/utensils/cutlery
- Many religious holidays, including Passover and Chanukah

Christianity

- Fasting/abstaining during Lent
- No beef, pork, lamb, or poultry on Fridays (Catholicism)
- Wine for blessing meals
- Communion = body and blood of Christ
- Christmas and Easter – major religious holidays with many food traditions, some derived from Judaism

Islam

- Halal - Similar to Kosher
- No pork, blood, or meat from animal that was not killed for food
- Ritualistic slaughter
- No alcohol
- Ramadan – Holiest month of Muslim calendar – Fasting throughout the month